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Abstract: In August 2007 the federal Howard government announced The Northern Territory National Emergency Response, known more prosaically as ‘The Intervention’. This initiative was hurriedly implemented to address a broad range of issues highlighted in ‘The Report of the Northern Territory Board of Inquiry into the Protection of Aboriginal Children from Sexual Abuse’. The report bore a title expressing a traditional Yolngu belief (north east Arnhem Land) that for some unexplained reason had been translated into a language from the central desert. This was paraphrased in the emotive and cloying English subtitle ‘Little Children are Sacred,’ and it is the latter by which the report is widely known.

This paper does not canvass the ‘Intervention’ itself, but a specific albeit long standing issue it brought to the fore. Implicitly if not explicitly, many critics find in the ostensibly classical Aboriginal cultures of remote and impoverished communities an authentic indigeneity. For a range of interests arising most often external to the communities concerned, there is a reluctance to countenance any prospective change that could stem the replenishing of these supposed wellsprings of originary authenticity. In this respect both settler and Aboriginal critics have found common ground in arguing that they represent the interests of the communities on whose behalf they supposedly speak. In elaborating these issues the following paper discusses the divisions between opponents and supporters of the ‘emergency response’, the tension between those with investments in the issues of rights, racism, and identity, and the interests of those experiencing the impoverished conditions of so many remote and regional communities. Central to these debates is the fraught issue of who can speak for whom, with an Aboriginal elite finding their authority as spokespeople challenged by those whose interests they presume to represent. These issues help explain why so many of the Aboriginal elite and the liberal left in general emphasise racism and discrimination over class, and why a politics of difference is privileged over culture.
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In the final lecture of the Australian Broadcasting Commission’s 1968 Boyer Lectures, the anthropologist W.E.H. Stanner related a poignant story concerning his seeing an ‘elderly widower … destroying something in a fire’. Upon questioning the man advised Stanner ‘he was “killing his dreaming.”’ Explaining the gravity of this action Stanner relates:

There is nothing within our ken that remotely resembles it. He was destroying the symbol that linked him with his country, with the source of his own life, and with all the continuities of his people. It was a kind of personal suicide, an act of severance, before he came in to find a new life and a new identity amongst us.\(^1\)

A second man Stanner knew, suffering the same losses of clan and country as the first, brought his family ‘in’ so that his children could go to school, so that they could ‘find a new life and a new identity.’\(^2\) Stanner provides these accounts not to highlight profound loss, but as a way of illustrating two undervalued ‘aspects of the aboriginal struggle.’ These being: ‘[T]heir continued will to survive, the other their continued efforts to come to terms with us’.\(^3\) Conspicuous in these descriptions is the sense of indigenous agency. Notwithstanding the exigencies arising from dispossession and the typical destruction wrought by settler societies of the social, environmental and economic conditions that had long sustained indigenous life, these are not the stories of a people quietly acquiescing under the weight of an accepted fate, but instead of individuals exercising agency in the context of new challenges. Whereas a short time following Stanner’s lectures conventional schooling would be widely criticised for supposedly transmitting to Aborigines specific values and knowledge alien and threatening to their cultures,\(^4\) there is recognition (and no doubt some hope) in the actions of the men as cited by Stanner that education will equip children for a future beyond that experienced within the vestiges of classical Aboriginal culture and that experienced within the dispossessed margins. If Stanner’s account is correct, the individuals did not seek to deploy the status of victimhood by way of critique of their circumstances, nor was Stanner tempted to attribute such status or to exploit glib sentiment.\(^5\)

The 2012 Northern Territory (NT) election (Saturday 25 August) saw several Aborigines contest and win seats for the conservative Country-Liberal party (CLP). The contestants included former Labor party supporters and members and one—Alison Napmitjinpa Anderson—was a former Labor minister. The Labor party, both at the federal and state/territory level, was long regarded as the party that best represented indigenous interests. Whilst generally true, support for Labor in the Northern Territory was strongest in remote communities and regions, and electorally these were Labor’s strongholds. Yet in the 2012 elections it was these regions that delivered government to the CLP. At the last CLP victory in 1997 (Labor held office from 2001 to 2012), of the seven seats Labor retained five were in the remote and pastoral districts and two only were in Darwin. Of the eight seats won by Labor in the 2012 CLP victory, two are in the remote districts with the other six being Darwin-based.\(^6\) That there are leaders and prominent members of remote Aboriginal communities, comprising former Labor party supporters and even a former Labor member of the Northern Territory legislative assembly, seeking candidacy, winning seats and being instrumental in delivering office to a party long thought to be inimical to Aboriginal interests, raises issues relevant not only to the actions of the men cited above, but also to the disputatious reaction to the ‘emergency response’ in the Northern Territory.\(^7\)
In a speech delivered in March 2006 the shadow Minister for Indigenous Affairs, Chris Evans, reflected on the ideological convictions of the major Australian political parties vis-à-vis indigenous policy. Neither party’s stance, Evans argued, effected the betterment of indigenous welfare. Whereas the conservative coalition were pursuing practical measures as ameliorative redress, when in government Labor had pursued an agenda that focused on rights, reconciliation and self-determination. We invested a great deal of energy and political capital into this agenda … But Labor has been too complacent about our record, and self-satisfied with claims to moral superiority. We put too much faith in the capacity of the rights agenda, self-determination and reconciliation to overcome Indigenous disadvantage.

Evans warned that both Labor and the Coalition should ‘be held to account and ideology removed as the driver of Indigenous public policy’. When a little over 12 months later the coalition government announced the Northern Territory National Emergency Response, any hope of ideological convictions being shelved let alone softening were dashed. Convictions instead hardened and became increasingly polarised. This was notwithstanding the fact that federally the ‘intervention’ enjoyed bi-partisan support, and that the subsequent Labor government continued and extended many of its measures. It was beyond parliamentary cloisters where the clash of ideologies manifested. Most shrill were the so-called ‘progressives’ on the left, charged with the fervour of their long unchallenged ‘self-satisfied … claims to moral superiority.’ But the clash of ideologies also emerged in other contexts. Latent tensions erupted between the professional class of urban-based southern Aborigines, many of whom are light- or white-skinned, and self-described ‘bush blacks’, most of whom are dark-skinned. The capacity for (and propensity of) the former to speak for the latter came under increasing challenge. Many whites too who for long thought they were at the vanguard of advocating for indigenous interests similarly found themselves the target of searing criticism. Marcia Langton, for example, accused the high profile members behind the Women for Wik group who campaign for Aboriginal rights (and who are voluble in their opposition to the intervention) of peddling ‘failed sentimental policies … that utterly dehumanise’ those they are supposedly speaking up for.

Writing of culture, identity and diversity, the Princeton scholar K. Anthony Appiah notes how despite ‘the fact … that the black middle class’ in the United States is ‘larger and doing better than it ever has; … it is largely people from that class, not the poor, who have led the fight for the recognition of a distinctive African-American cultural heritage’. Appiah wonders ‘whether there isn’t a connection between the thinning of the cultural content of identities and the rising stridency of their claims’. In part provoked by a ‘narcissism of minor differences’, similarly strident claims—together with expressions of antipathy and sometimes explicit racism against ‘whites’—are commonplace on university campuses (and other institutions) in both the US and Australia, despite universities having a suite of programmes and initiatives in place to address the needs and sensitivities of black (US) and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students (Australia), and despite providing one of the most racially and culturally tolerant institutional environments. It was experience of indigenous-specific policies and initiatives like these and the manner in which they could be and are exploited that led Kerryn Pholi, who describes herself as ‘a person of Aboriginal descent,’ to burn her ‘proof of Aboriginality’ letter. She recalls working in identified positions in government jobs, where as:
a professional Aborigine, I could harangue a room full of people with real qualifications and decades of experience with whatever self-serving, uninformed drivel that happened to pop into my head. For this nonsense I would be rapturously applauded, never questioned, and paid well above my qualifications and experience.\textsuperscript{xvii}

Further, Pholi knows she was ‘a party to unfairness, abuses of power’ and had ‘the power to ruin a career with an accusation of “insensitivity”’.\textsuperscript{xviii} These are familiar issues to those working in the institutional settings of government and universities, where what has become known as the ‘race card’ can be and is often adroitly deployed in the self-serving (and often racist) manner described by Pholi.

The strident activism of the black middleclass and Appiah’s discussion is pertinent to the heated debate concerning the ‘Intervention’ or ‘Stronger Futures’ as it is now known. The schism between the (predominantly) urban black (though often light- or white- skinned) middle class and spokespeople from remote constituencies—‘bush blacks as they call themselves’\textsuperscript{xix}— manifests in language that is frequently intemperate, personal and malicious. Somewhat ironically, many settler intellectuals and advocates for indigenous issues who are highly critical of white political elites and what they see as this class’s effacement of Aboriginal interests enjoin with Aboriginal elites in disparaging and dismissing so-called community voices (the ‘bush blacks’) who dare to articulate an opinion that differs from their own. Their support for the marginalised and impoverished is only sustained insofar as there is convergence between their politics, a convergence forged through similar educational trajectories and the hegemony of specific discourses about human rights, minorities, and culture.\textsuperscript{xx} In a searing rebuke to these aligned interests Noel Pearson, a prominent Aboriginal leader, describes the constituency who holds them as being ‘\textit{m Morally Vain} about race and history’. ‘Its members’ he says,

largely come from the liberal left and are morally certain about right and wrong and ready to ascribe blame. For them, issues of race and history are a means of gaining the upper hand over their political and cultural opponents. The primary concern of the morally vain is not the plight or needs of those who suffer racism and oppression, but rather their view of themselves, their understanding of the world and belief in their superiority over their opponents.\textsuperscript{xxi}

A well publicised incident concerning Professor Larissa Behrendt and comments she made on social media site twitter is illustrative. In April 2011 Bess Price, a Central Australian Aboriginal leader and a partner with her husband in Jajirdi Consultants, which offers Warlpiri language services and cross cultural training amongst other things, appeared on the ABC television programme \textit{Q&A}.\textsuperscript{xxii} Asked by the host if she still supported the Northern Territory intervention Price replied:

\begin{quote}
I am for the intervention because I’ve seen progress. I’ve seen women who now have voices. They can speak for themselves and they are standing up for their rights. Children are being fed and young people more or less know how to manage their lives. That’s what’s happened since the intervention.\textsuperscript{xxiii}
\end{quote}

Now living in Alice Springs, Price is from Yuendumu where she is variously described as having been born ‘under a tree’\textsuperscript{xxiv} or ‘in a humpy’.\textsuperscript{xxv} Yuendumu is a community that frequently appears in the press for a range of incidents relating to dysfunction, the
precipitating factors for some of which the ‘intervention’ would supposedly address. As with many other grass roots remote community members, particularly the women, Price is generally supportive of many of the measures of the intervention, though this support is by no means unqualified.

Nevertheless, Price’s comments were sufficient to prompt Behrendt to tweet that she ‘had watched a show where a guy had sex with a horse and I’m sure it was less offensive than Bess Price’ xxvi On national ABC radio the next morning a disappointed Price said ‘I just want my kids to have the same opportunities that Larissa has had’. xxvii Behrendt, who has been admitted to practice as a solicitor and barrister (NSW & ACT) and who is currently Professor of Law and Director of Research at the Jumbunna Indigenous House of Learning at the University of Technology, Sydney, holds degrees from the University of New South Wales and a PhD from Harvard. Growing up in Sydney’s southern suburbs (Cronulla), she is the beneficiary of education at leading institutions, and an outspoken critic of ‘the intervention’. Professor Marcia Langton, an anthropologist, renowned scholar and prominent advocate for indigenous people, wrote a scathing response to Behrendt’s comment for the Australian newspaper. Langton contrasted Price’s experience in and knowledge of the poorest remote Aboriginal communities, the conditions endured, the abuses suffered by the women and children, her long term advocacy for her people and work towards addressing these problems, with Behrendt’s ignorance born out of privilege, tertiary education, and a cosseted city lifestyle. This incident, Langton proclaimed, is an exemplar of the wide cultural, moral and increasingly political rift between urban, left-wing, activist Aboriginal women and the bush women who witness the horrors of life in their communities, much of which is arrogantly denied by the former.xviii

It is here too where there is convergence between the progressive politics of predominantly urban-based, middleclass, educated black and white, and their respective interests in remote Aboriginal communities. As Pearson dryly observes, where Behrendt ‘is coming from is where most black and white people of her inner-city intellectual milieu come from. She can hardly be condemned for holding views that are de rigueur in progressive society and politics’ xxix

Whilst on the one hand deploring the enduring and seemingly intractable conditions (housing, unemployment, educational standards, poverty, poor health, child sexual abuse, distress and so on), that is the lot of many on numerous indigenous communities, there is on the other a discernible interest in maintaining communities that are not only ostensibly traditional but also impoverished. This concern is primarily motivated by interests external to the communities themselves, as evident in the following exchange. The senior Yolngu (Northern Territory) leader Galarrwuy Yunupingu, for long a trenchant critic of ‘sit-down’ welfare, describes it as ‘a killer’ of his people. Yunupingu regards welfare as one of the underlying factors precipitating community dysfunction. In its place he advocates ‘real education’ and full participation in the broader economy. Yunupingu, like Pearson, believes these are the avenues towards achieving the strength, resilience and independence necessary to sustain vibrant and enduring native cultures.xxx Michael Mansell, a lawyer and leader of the Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre, responded to Yunupingu in a letter to the Australian newspaper:

[W]elfare payments, [Mansell wrote], is no more a killing of culture than are Toyotas, rifles, jobs or TV. Real education, as Mr Yunupingu
puts it, is another form of killing a culture, not a saviour of it. White schools for Aborigines has its value but can also lead to loss of language, religion and alienation from Aboriginal values and authority.xxxi

For activists like Mansell, remote Aboriginal communities are abstractions, idealised sites upon which various interests are grafted. One can sense in much advocacy reputedly on behalf of remote Aborigines a palpable fear that these communities will seek—like the two aforementioned men cited by Stanner—opportunities beyond that which they are currently afforded. In addition to tiring of being spoken for instead of listened to by southerners, the quest to secure the broader opportunities that education and skills provide was an impetus behind those Aborigines like Price who contested the 2012 Northern Territory election. The Australian newspaper reported (albeit derivatively and in clichés) the Tiwi Islander candidate Francis Xavier Maralampuwi, as having:

a dream … that his people rise up from the plains of disadvantage and ascend the foothills of training and education to the top of the mountain—to the promised land where jobs and independence beckon.xxxii

If this was to be realised change to the cultural fabric of the Tiwi is inevitable. At the same time any such change would provide for the Tiwi being better able to determine their futures (both as a community and as individuals), which is precisely the kind of empowerment sought by Yunupingu, Pearson, Langton and many others, including those on remote communities and many supporters of the ‘intervention’. Significantly, in the Northern Territory election in ‘each of the four seats where the CLP fielded traditional, cultural and, above all, locally born and reared candidates, it won against less traditional–seeming Aboriginal Labor candidates or members, often without indigenous language’.xxxi As Aikman reports, the ‘significance of tradition, culture, language and local origins in each of these results cannot be underestimated’.xxxiv

The etic interest in maintaining the ostensibly classical cultural forms still extant on remote and impoverished Aboriginal communities predates the more recent criticism of the ‘intervention’. In an article for The Age in 2001, and suspicious that assimilationist rhetoric was gaining a foothold, Robert Manne wrote of the possibility of remote communities being destroyed, and that ‘one distinctive expression of human life, with its own forms of language, culture, spirituality and sensibility, will simply become extinct’.xxxv In making this statement Manne (probably unintentionally) casts doubt on the claims to distinctiveness made by many Aborigines, including those living contemporary urban middleclass lives. Manne’s concern locates authentic Aboriginal culture in distant, relatively isolated communities. Despite whatever claims are made for cultural distinctiveness—predominantly articulated as they are through the trope of identity politics and minority rights—Manne is not according the urban-based black middle-class the substance of their claims.

There are also traces in Manne’s concern of the impetus behind so-called salvage anthropology, and the long dated notion of establishing reserves where Aborigines could be spared the travails of alien contact so as to enjoy their ‘distinctive expression of human life’ free of corrosive influence. Strehlow spoke in 1963 of ‘the old Aboriginal world … now facing its final twilight’, and the notion that research had to be undertaken ‘before it was too late’ was for decades the catalyst for anthropological and ethnographic documentation.xxxvi Already in 1899 Baldwin Spencer was of the belief that ‘the time in
which it will be possible to investigate the Australian native tribes is rapidly drawing to a close’.

For early to mid-twentieth-century anthropologists the quest was to document what they believed were originary forms of indigenous social and cultural life. For today’s Aborigines from urban environments and/or who are removed from more traditionally-oriented communities, remote groups still on their land and of recognisable phenotype and who are still in possession of an array of readily identifiable classical cultural markers (language, ceremony, land, community and so on) serve as the touchstone for their own sense of authenticity and identity. To take but one example, Anita Heiss, the Aboriginal novelist, spokesperson and adept user of social media defiantly proclaims on the opening page of her *Am I Black Enough for You?* that ‘I am an urban, beachside blackfella, a concrete Koori with Westfield Dreaming, and I apologise to no-one’. Heiss makes much of her loathing of camping and the outdoors in general (if it involves ‘roughing’ it), and jests that ‘Five Stars are the only stars I want to sleep under’. Her story as a ‘proud Wiradjuri woman’ is one of ‘not being from the desert, not speaking my traditional language and not wearing ochre’. But ‘country’ is invoked as a signifier of unique indigenous place and heritage, and by extension, identity. Whilst ‘Greater Sydney’ is her home, ‘it is not my country. My spirit belongs and will finally rest with those of my ancestors back in Wiradjuri ngurumbang (country)’. It is arguable that the sense of ‘country’ a reader is supposed to glean from mentions such as this is reliant upon readers ‘knowing’ of the ‘special relationship’ Aborigines are said to enjoy with the country of their livelihoods (in the broadest sense) as experienced by pre-contact cultures, and as codified in Land Rights legislation and the Native Title Act.

Dallas Scott notes how many Aborigines distant from stereotypical cultural markers (and often those representing or speaking for Aborigines in various institutional settings) ‘talk in circles, often spending an inordinate amount of time describing small, inconsequential things. Like a shield they once saw, or an Elder they spoke to. Often, they’ll use a small smattering of an Aboriginal language … to punctuate their speech with more credibility’. Having spoken with an ‘elder’, or having an ‘Elder’s’ permission to utter something or perform an activity are typical statements of both cultural gravitas and authenticity. So too is salting both speeches and text with words drawn from Aboriginal languages (as instanced above). To cite another example, a flyer promoting an Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies seminar was titled ‘Nayri Kati: An Indigenous Quantitative Methodology’. The presenter, who identifies as ‘a trawlwoolway woman of the pymmerrairrener nation of north east Tasmania’, claimed in the abstract that ‘In this paper I outline nayri kati (good numbers in palawa kani Tasmanian language) my quantitative methodology that constructs all stages of the research practice through an Indigenous lens’.

The evocative term ‘community’, like ‘country’ and claims to having spoken with an elder or sprinkling indigenous words throughout one’s work, is another of the devices deployed to invoke gravitas, authenticity and a sense of indigenous place. But as Scott quips, the evocative invocation of ‘community’ often refers to a context far more familiar—Canberra for instance—than the signifier conjures. The cultural imprimatur sought through invocations like these is not through the flesh and blood of an intimate connection with those still living a recognisably distinctive cultural life, or living such a life oneself, but rather through the weight of semiotic significance, the implicit pointers to a classical heritage that these signs evoke: dark skin, language, ceremony, dance,
cicatrices, ochre, painting, community, land, spiritual depth, and culturally distinctive ways of apprehending the world and relating to it.

Aborigines who have no embrace of classical culture or indigenous language (but who enjoy the general lifestyle and full range of opportunities available to the middleclass), and who are often spokespersons on indigenous issues within universities and the public sector, rely on discourses on racism, human rights, minorities, culture and a suite of tropes gleaned from postcolonial scholarship and identity politics with which to forge and defend their identity, and voice their opinion. Memories of being identified as indigenous in the schoolyard, classroom and when growing up and bearing the brunt of racist taunts come to the fore. On an SBS programme comprising an indigenous panel and a mostly indigenous participatory audience discussing the issue of skin colour, identity, and the divide between southern Aborigines and those in remote Australia the white-skinned Aboriginal lawyer and University of Melbourne academic Mark McMillan argued that Aboriginality was not based on however one looked, but on ‘how they’ve lived their life’. However, it was experiences of racism that McMillan emphasised, not cultural or ‘way of life’ markers:

I have seen my family be spat at, I’ve been, when I grew up, I was the albino boong. There is absolutely a lived experience that comes with Aboriginality and that is not predicated on skin colour and yet we are all out here saying, ‘But you, looking whiter than me, have had a more privileged existence than me.’ And I rally against that understanding because we are Aboriginal by definition because of what’s been imposed but it is also because of the way other people have treated us and our families.

The power of the allegation of having experienced racism to provoke an empathetic response, and the difficulty in sensitively and compassionately unpacking and critiquing claims made contingent on that experience is perhaps one reason why as a device it is so often deployed. Nevertheless Dallas Scott, an eloquent contributor to these debates through his blog ‘The Black Steam Train’, and who like McMillan was one of the indigenous panellists on the above SBS programme, puts such claims into sharp relief:

Overhearing a racist joke or comment is so far removed from being rejected dozens of times for rental properties or jobs for no other reason than the way you look … Having two people in primary school call you a name after you told them you are Aboriginal is a walk in the park compared to having that label applied to you almost every day, and that label sticking with you long past the days of the schoolyard, without having to utter a word about your heritage to anyone.

As Scott is suggesting, for many the slights and discrimination of being Othered is an experience reliant on those individuals Othering themselves in order to construct and sustain an identity not otherwise apparent. Critique of these proclaiming practices, no matter how rigorously objective and sensitively handled, invites strategic offence to be taken. The Stanford University academic Shelby Steele discusses how blacks in the US in the 1960s would deploy ‘race’ in conventional settings almost as a parlour game:

Those were the days of flagellatory white guilt; it was such great fun to pinion some professor or housewife or, best of all, a large group of
remorseful whites, with the knowledge of both their racism and their denial of it. However, for middleclass blacks (and Australian Aborigines of the middleclass) the complaint of discrimination and resultant disadvantage is harder to sustain, and the values peculiar to this class are at odds with ‘an emphasis on ethnic consciousness over individualism … [and] an implied separatism’. Whereas class was in the heady days of the 1960s (US) and 1970s (Australia) subjugated to the power inherent in racial unity in order to maximise political leverage, the transition of the black middleclass out of the very conditions that gave rise to the moral authority and political identity forged in the ‘common experience of oppression’ and victimisation, has also cleaved this group from a powerful source of their collective identity. As Steele notes, ‘To overcome marginal status, the middle-class black had to identify with a degree of victimization that was beyond his [sic] actual experience’. This situation has led to some black intellectuals being nostalgic for Jim Crow:

They’re nostalgic … not exactly for racism but for the distinctive social practices … that the resistance to racism helped create. On the one hand, Jim Crow impoverished and disempowered an entire community; on the other, it solidified that community’s identity as a community. The creation of a distinctive African American culture was thus both a consequence of racism and a kind of compensation for it.

This helps explain the propensity of predominantly middleclass southern-based Aborigines to emphasise racism (over class) and their own experiences of discrimination (as noted above). It also helps to explain why identity (if not race) is privileged over culture. Although deploying notions of race and assertions of identity permit allusions to cultural distinctiveness, where such distinctiveness is not readily apparent (amongst the light-skinned urban-based middleclass for example), race and identity become the scaffolding upon which generalist cultural claims are supposed. The discourses and epithets of racism and discrimination are also more easily acquired. This is because of their ubiquitousness and the demotic ease with which these usually un-theorised terms superficially can be understood—and more powerfully deployed due to the inflammatory nature of the charge. Cultural esotery is not so readily deployed, particularly if one’s class or distance from one’s supposed cultural base keeps one at a remove from the actual or putative sites of cultural production and learning.

On the other hand, white professionals, academics, among others, who have profound knowledge of Australian indigenous cultures—who often have long affiliation and intimacies with communities and individuals sometimes spanning decades, who sometimes themselves are the mothers and fathers of indigenous children, and some of whom are fluent in one or more native languages—are often treated with contempt or have their expertise dismissed. This is because they possess (or might do so) understandings that are contrary to the ‘cultural knowledge’ uttered by those Aborigines at a distance or long removed from the source of the ‘traditional’ knowledge they propound. Remote Aborigines stress the long, arduous and slow processes of cumulative instruction and passage through initiatory stages essential to acquiring the sort of knowledge now claimed by others. As argued by Lynne Hume,
there is a shift from the acquisition of knowledge gained through complete immersion in Aboriginal Law pertaining to locale and ‘looking after country’ by being there, to a type of distanced affective intuitive knowledge. The connection, or spiritual continuity, is now being professed through blood links, intimating a kind of intuitive, or genetic, transmission of spiritual knowledge.\textsuperscript{15}

Although few ever point to the disparities between claims made and the actual contexts from which those claims are supposedly drawn—and it is certainly arguable that these disparities should be raised—the fear of the emperor’s expose remains. Aborigines from remote Australia, such as Bess Price, represent an even greater threat, for whereas whites can be dismissed with ready-to-hand pejoratives wrought from ideological conviction or political suasion—racist, ignorant, culturally insensitive and so on\textsuperscript{16}—Price, and not only in the popular imagination, speaks from a position grounded in the very conditions—cultural, linguistic, socioeconomic, community, land—that ‘white’ Aborigines ultimately draw upon to authenticate their identity.

The late South Australian Aboriginal academic Maria Lane, in an unpublished paper—‘Two Indigenous Populations? Two Diverging Paradigms?’—identified distinctive Aboriginal groupings, ‘each operating on completely different, in fact antithetical, dynamics, ethics and paradigms’.\textsuperscript{17} Lane described these as the ‘Welfare-Embedded Population’ and an ‘Open Society Population’. Although finding these populations mostly on former settlements and reserves and in cities respectively, these broad categories are useful for they are inclusive of constituencies beyond the generalised binaries of ‘bush blacks’ and an indigenous urban-based elite. Members of the ‘Open Society’ category are also found in Central, Northern and remote Australia, and there are many regional and urban-based indigenous communities who remain marginalised, voiceless and largely unrepresented. Aboriginal intellectuals like Marcia Langton, Noel Pearson and Warren Mundine amongst others, who contest much of the progressive liberal left orthodoxy on indigenous issues, are themselves members of the political elite, but Pearson from Cape York is not southern or city-based. Nevertheless, among more nuanced distinctions Lane’s groupings account for the apparent division between the so-called ‘bush’ Aborigines and the predominantly urban-based elite who often assume the right to speak on their behalf. Lane recognised too the dependency of the latter on the former, who whilst in permanent employment and sending their own children to private schools and being the beneficiaries of all that contemporary society and culture has to offer, ‘often [see] themselves as spokespersons and champions of, [build] their secure careers on the backs of, and [gain] their kudos from, the Embedded Population’.\textsuperscript{18} Whereas in the 1970s Aborigines were demanding the right to represent themselves directly instead of through white intermediaries, more recently one particular indigenous constituency—the ‘Open Society Population’—has seized suzerainty over that platform. The French anthropologist Maïa Ponsonnet, who in 2007 on the ‘Women for Wik’ website agreed with the description of the Northern Territory ‘intervention’ ‘as a form of cultural genocide’,\textsuperscript{19} wrote the same year how she finds:

\textsuperscript{15} [the] lack of distinction between the southern rural context and the northern remote context to be a common mistake. It is the northern context that is often ignored, as the remote community voice is seldom relayed in the media, des-pite (sic) the attention these communities receive. … [Further], [n]embers of remote communities are given few opportunities to speak in the media, while articulate representatives of
southern communities express themselves regularly. They create a stream of opinions which, while not necessarily reflecting the views of remote community members, tends to stand alone as the Aboriginal voice.

Besides the problem of the so-called ‘bush’ Aborigines being spoken for—and in the instance of Bess Price (and others) being abused on the occasion when their distinctive voice has been heard—is that of the triumph of concern with diversity over inequality. Tolerance for ‘difference’, rather than the need to address poverty or marginalisation, becomes the prominent issue. To this end—tolerance for difference—affirmative action policies have a tendency to focus attention on, exaggerate and concretise the hitherto fluid phenomena of identity, culture and consequentially, difference. Writing of the situation on campuses in the US, Steele observes how:

[w]hen everyone is on the run from their anxieties about race, race relations on campus can be reduced to the negotiation of avoidances. A pattern of demand and concession develops in which both sides use the other to escape themselves. Black studies departments, black deans of student affairs, black counselling programs, … black students and white administrators have slowly engineered a machinery of separatism that, in the name of sacred difference, redraws the ugly lines of separation.

Whilst separatism is not so pronounced on Australian campuses, policies and administration based on a similar emphasis on a politics of difference wield considerable influence in the academies, and across a broad sweep of organisations and institutions. Notwithstanding the complexities and sensitivities these issues can arouse, in the interests of being seen to be conciliatory and fearful of opportunistic backlash institutional management when confronted with day-to-day issues where the potential for ‘race’-based political conflict is sensed, often does nothing, or when it does, it seeks appeasement rather than address. As Steele states apropos the US, university management tend ‘to go along with whatever blacks put on the table’ and that ‘rather than negotiating and capitulating’ to all such demands, what is required is ‘leading’, ‘challenging’ and ‘inspiring [blacks] to achieve academic parity’ as well as ‘dismantling the machinery of separatism [and] breaking the link between difference and power …’

In addition to the fear of being called on an expedient allegation of racism, and perhaps motivated by a belief that indulging Aboriginal demands is necessary in order to help restore dignity to a people long stigmatised, vociferous exploiters of the politics of difference are rewarded with recognition that their claims to cultural competency on matters indigenous are sacrosanct and unproblematic. The experiences of Pholi cited earlier are typical. This late settler-colonialism of the early twenty-first century, of ‘negative difference, vulnerability, protection and guardianship’, earnestly spruiked by Aboriginal spokespeople and academics belonging to Lane’s ‘Open Society Population’, notwithstanding the few dissenting voices from within this same constituency, and more broadly by the liberal left, has more in common with ‘Australian Indigenous affairs in the first third of the twentieth century’, than either the 1960’s demand for equal legal rights or the following era of self-determination. Besides the obvious condescension—Aborigines are incapable of withstanding scrutiny, behaving professionally, or achieving academically without ‘Indigenous-specific educational interventions’, or in Pearson’s words, ‘Indigenous people’s status as victims means they require protection from the real world’—a consequence is the inevitable rise of powerful shibboleths founded on notions of identity and cultural competency.
As in the United States vis-à-vis African Americans, the issue of cultural competency ranges across various institutional settings, not just the academy or its representative union. Writing of child placement policies in the United States that prescribe the placing of black children with black families and where that is not possible assessment of the racial competency of prospective white adoptees, Randall Kennedy, a black Professor of Law at Harvard, observes that:

[p]lainly there is no proper authoritative criterion for grading the racial appropriateness of parenting—only the very real spectre of an imposition of orthodoxies that come innocuously packaged as ‘cultural competency.’ The chilling effect that religious or cultural or racial competency examinations create, the prejudices they elicit, and the tendency toward bullying that they encourage make them sources of unfairness and oppression that should be erased.

As Steele notes also apropos the parallel situation in the US, ‘each group mythologises and mystifies its difference, puts it beyond the full comprehension of outsiders. Difference becomes inaccessible preciousness toward which outsiders are expected to be simply and uncomprehendingly reverential’. Furthermore, as noted above, the learning supposedly underpinning the expertise informing the assumed difference-based competency is innate and experiential; formal learning is eschewed. When a historian with a long record of advocacy for Indigenous rights and who had done much work on various Native Title claims was appointed to the University of Tasmania on a three year contract his employment was challenged by a former indigenous staff member. The grounds for the challenge were that he was non-Indigenous. Stating that he saw his role in part as assisting those without the necessary qualifications to obtain them so that they could take over his role and that few things would please him more, his interlocutor asserted that she ‘didn’t have to have a university degree to teach Tasmanian Aboriginal history, for as Aborigines we just know it all already’.

Such claims are more frequent than might be supposed. As already discussed, many on remote communities, such as Price, are seeking for their children and communities the very education that those who are beneficiaries of promoting a politics of difference and who privilege ‘race’ and identity over inequality are contemptuous of.

The American literary theorist Walter Benn Michaels, professor of English at the University of Illinois at Chicago, argues in his *The Trouble with Diversity: How we Learned to Love Identity and Ignore Inequality* that both the left and right of politics are committed to perpetuating inequality. He bases this on the investments that both sides have in the politics of difference. As a consequence, ‘the deepest respect for difference is a powerful management tool’. This is because by focussing on difference, or more usually diversity, the structural issues underlying inequality can be ignored, and the conditions of inequality can be rationalised as a form of difference that needs respecting:

Greater indifference to inequality and ideology is happily accompanied by greater attachment to identity. In fact, this is what the commitment to diversity is all about, since a world of people who are different from us looks a lot more appealing than a world of people who are poorer than us or a world of people who think our fundamental beliefs are deeply mistaken.
Those Aborigines whose activism (and employment) centres on notions of identity and discrimination, and who mostly belong to the category that Lane describes as the ‘Open Society Population’, are of course worried about their material circumstances. This is not because of their own need, but because they are the beneficiaries of the discourses of diversity. Remote impoverished Aboriginal communities serve a dual role in this respect. They provide to Aboriginal constituents of the ‘Open Society’ (and the broader population) evidence of originary cultural forms that can be and are (as discussed above) drawn on in order to authenticate themselves culturally. They also provide abundant evidence of enduring socioeconomic inequality that is drawn on to authenticate arguments of prevelant racism and discrimination. Hence the pernicious investment that the ‘Open Society Population’ has in the disadvantage—sometimes extreme—experienced by so many remote communities, and the hostility they visit on those seeking means of address. However, if they themselves are ‘authentically’ indigenous, then addressing the inequality beleaguerering remote communities should not diminish the Aboriginality or cultural distinctiveness of the members of those communities. The fear, it would seem, is one of losing the talisman for their own sense of self. As Michaels argues, ‘It’s the culture, stupid—when the problem is inequality, the solution is identity’. And this is precisely what Price and the other three so-called ‘traditional’ Aborigines understand who won seats for and helped deliver government to the CLP in the 2012 Northern Territory election. While they want to address inequality, southern Aborigines amongst some others and the liberal left in general worry about racism and identity. As Michaels pithily puts it, ‘the diversity version of respect the poor is respect the Other’. In this way inequality is reconfigured as discrimination. The problem is not one of exploitation, but one of not respecting the cultures of remote communities. ‘The debate we might have about inequality thus becomes a debate instead about prejudice and respect …’.

The response of the liberal left to the Northern Territory intervention is illustrative. In the introduction to the rushed-to-print Coercive Reconciliation, the anthropologist Melinda Hinkson lists the initiatives that she believes might ‘receive widespread support from the Aboriginal residents’ of the communities concerned. She includes ‘increased police numbers, increased support for child and family health, improved housing and infrastructure, and improved quality of goods and management of community stores’. These ameliorative prospects, however, mask a more sinister objective: ‘a clear intent … to bring to an end the recognition of, and support for, Aboriginal people living in remote communities pursuing culturally distinctive ways of life’. Pat Turner and Nicole Watson, two of the ‘Open Society Population’ indigenous contributors, describe the intervention as a ‘Trojan horse’ designed to seize land granted under the Northern Territory Land Rights legislation. They express the hope that ‘our enemies … find the courage to come out of the Trojan horse and offer friendship … From friendship comes understanding, respect and accommodation of difference’. The subtitle of the text, Stabilise, Normalise, Exit Aboriginal Australia points also to the privileging of difference, and an incapacity to imagine vibrant Aboriginal cultures surviving redress of inequality.

**Conclusion**

As with the broader community, with more Aborigines entering the middleclass, political and ideological divisions not only within that class but also between the bush and the city,
are increasingly manifest. Remote Aboriginal communities retain rich symbolic value for those distant from ‘traditional’ cultural forms, whether through historical or other factors such as individual choice. Their symbolic value is also recognised by settler Australians, who like many of the Aboriginal intellectual and political elite find in these communities semblances of what they believe to be originary cultural forms. The impoverishment and distress experienced by so many communities adds to the resonance of their symbolic value, for these conditions buttress assertions of enduring racism and discrimination against Aborigines per se, not just those living in these situations. This too serves the interests of both the Aboriginal political elite—who make mileage out of their own assumed victimhood and use this status to speak for all Aborigines and to make demands upon the institutions in which they work—and white intellectuals whose righteousness is perversely rewarded by recognising Aborigines as victims and themselves as the perpetrators of injustices. As described by Thomas Sowell, a black American economist and social theorist at Stanford University:

> a pro-black stance by white intellectuals enhances the latter’s moral standing and self-esteem … By cheering on counterproductive attitudes, making excuses for self-defeating behaviour, and promoting the belief that ‘racism’ accounts for most of blacks’ problems, white intellectuals serve their own psychic, ideological, and political interests.\(^{lxxxviii}\)

Australian intellectuals are no exception. Sowell goes on to say that a ‘crucial fact about white liberals must be kept in mind: They are not simply in favour of blacks in general. Their solicitude is poured out for blacks as victims … as well as those blacks who serve as general counter-cultural symbols against larger society’.\(^{lxxix}\) The Aboriginal intellectual and political elite in Australia direct their solicitudes similarly. The Northern Territory ‘intervention’ played into the hands of all of these interests. It enabled arguments to be made about victimhood and the usurpation of human rights, and remote impoverished communities are exemplary counter cultures. By seeking redress of some of the issues bedevilling the communities subject to the ‘intervention’ this initiative intersected with and potentially undercuts the considerable investments of both black and white in these communities. Much of the heat generated in the debate about the potential efficacy of the ‘intervention’ and the manner of its implementation arises not out of concern for the subject communities themselves, but out of already extant ideological interests in the capacity for abstracted ideals about these communities to service concerns largely external to them. Little wonder that ‘bush’ Aborigines have found their voice, and the power of the ballot.
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